
RMJ successfully completed the fertigation installation on-
time for the same cost as the initial planned solution. The
solution mitigated operational risk by reducing potential
points of failure and included full irrigation and controls, which
were not included in the existing solution.. This equated to a
more efficient plant management and nutrient delivery system
as the facility expands its footprint.

Upon the completion of the initial project, Chronicseur
continues to partner with RMJ to source equipment and
supplies. 

Chronicseur Farms is a craft operator in the State of
Michigan looking to expand theirhigh quality cannabis to a
commercial scale. The team had an idea for a low-cost
legacy solution to fertigate their 10 cultivation rooms with
80 venturi injectors. While affordable in the short-term,
RMJ provided recommendations based on the existing
strategy to further expand the cultivation footprint over
time.

Leveraging horticultural best practices, RMJ Supply
proposed an efficient fertigation solution with better
economies of scale. The new strategy utilized automated
fertigation skids and injectors.  The proposal was within the
original budget and would allow Chronicseur the flexibility
to adjust their nutrient strategy to further reduce the cost
of production. RMJ conducted the sourcing and
procurement of the equipment and oversaw the installation
and commissioning of the fertigation system. 

RMJ Supply is a reliable and 
knowledgeable partner, they have
become our go to resource for 
sourcing equipment and supplies.
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Approximately 3,000 plants licensed
(capped by Michigan regulations) and
around 8,000 square feet of benching.

Chronicseur is a legal cannabis producer
focused on craft style flower production
in a commercialized setting. Their goal is
to provide customers with the cleanest
and highest quality cannabis at fair
market prices. 

Mike Wilkens, Director of Cultivation at Chronicseur Farms

$125,000

Clare, Michigan

Chronicseur Farms

http://www.chronicseurfarms.com/
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THE OUTCOME

THE SOLUTION

HELPING GROWERS TRANSITION TO 
COMMERCIAL SCALE PRODUCTION

REDUCTION IN TOTAL 
LABOR COSTS75%

THE PROBLEM
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